
 
 
 

 
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
                                                                              
Chairman  Janet Musto ZS5JAN 031 202-5917 
Vice Chairman           Edwin Musto ZS5BBO 031 202-5917 
Secretary Tony Mayall ZS5GR 031 708-3078 
Treasurer Anne Bean ZS5FAB 031 701-3138    
 
              Committee Coordinator Portfolios 
 
RAE & Clubhouse              Keith Lowes          ZS5WFD 031 262-0905 
 
Hotline, Packet/APRS   Tony Mayall            ZS5GR          031 708-3078 
 
Hamnet, Rallys           Dave Holliday         ZS5HN        031 904-2038     
& Special events 
 
Public Relations          Brian Roodt            ZS5BBR 082 823-6780   
  
Repeaters          Garth Wheeler  ZS5GMW 031 208-0805 
 
Youth & Bulletins          Sean Pritchard          ZR5SEP  072 953-4546 
 
Contesting          Janet                    ZS5JAN        031 202-5917 
          Edwin             ZS5BBO        031 202-5917 
 
LION Liaison &                Jo            ZS5JO  031 705-3591 
Clubhouse 
 

 
  
 

Highway Hotline April 2007  



Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 
 

Awards Manager Phil Unterhorst        ZS5RJ 031  202-8807 
 
 
 
HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof     145.625Mhz   88.5Hz CCTS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600Mhz   88.5Hz CCTS access tone.(Linked to the Naturn UHF network) 
 
NATURN UHF       Kloof             Ch 1                439.125Mhz  (  mobile RX  )(-7,6Mhz) 
                  Ridge Road    Ch 3                439.025Mhz      
                  Bluff        Ch 4                439.175Mhz  
                  Athlone Park Ch 5                439.075Mhz  (not installed yet) 
                  Kensington    Ch 6                439.275Mhz    136.5Hz  access tone reqd. 
   
These UHF repeaters are star linked via the Alverstone hub repeater 434.650 Mhz (Tx-1,6Mhz) 
 
Packet BBS  and Digipeater  Frequency: 144.625Mhz BBS: ZS0WTE, Digi: ZS0KLO-1  & ZS5CLI 
APRS Digipeater Frequency: 144.800Mhz  ZS0GIL 
 
BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 code # 
04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620 or scanned / 
info emailed to treasurer@harc.org.za  Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New 
Germany 3620. 

 
        
                                                                                                                                                           

BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
 
   APRIL 2007     May 2007 
 
  1st    Gary       ZZ5NK 031-701 0109   6th  Janet    ZS5JAN   031-202 5917(O)  
 
 8th  Edwin   ZS5BBO   031-202 5917 (O)    13th  Tony    ZS5ACB  031-7082626 
 
 15th   Jo        ZS5JO       031-7053591  20th  Brian    ZS5BBR  082 823-6780 
 
 22nd   Phil      ZS5RJ       031-202 8807  27th  Lawry    ZS5HV  031-702 8652 
 
 29th  Sean     ZR5SEP 072 953-4546 
 
   
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be 
available to read! 

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 
ADVERT    

BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5BG) 
 trading as: B-Comm 

ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIAL 
FOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS 

E.MAIL: bradlington@yahoo.com PHONE:   082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787 
 

 
 
ADVERT 

TONY MAYALL (ZS5GR) 
Specialising in placing home/office video footage onto DVD, 

also specialising in the video capturing of Corporate Events, such as Seminars, Lectures, 
 Talks, Discussions, and thereafter producing DVDs of these events, for distribution/archiving. 

Email: tony.m@eject.co.za  Tel: 031-7083078  Cell: 073 3564758 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
ADVERT 

TRENT SAUNDERS(ZR5TCS) 
Specialising in wedding photography, but also  Corporate functions, 

 family portraiture,  etc, see www.trentsaunders.co.za 
Email: trents@saol.com Cell: 083 3109763 

 
 
 
ADVERT 

IAN HUNTER (ZS5IH) 
Would you like your L/P’s or Music Cassettes transferred onto CD’s with Digital Sound 

MP3 or Normal Phone Ian at 031-7013087 
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BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 
April  2007 
 
01-Apr Rob Hindmarch   ZS5RH  
07-Apr Dave Mobey ZS5DRM    
08-Apr Roderick Barclay ZS5RC    
10-Apr David  Abraham ZS5DTA    
11-Apr Kirsten  Glen Spouse of  Brad ZS5BG 
13-Apr Ann  Mac Quillan Spouse of  Ian ZS5IAN 
14-Apr David  Radford ZS5NV Son of  Norman ZS5FJ 
15-Apr Margaret  Lauf Spouse  of  Lawry ZS5HV 
15-Apr Errol  Wilson ZS5EGW   
16-Apr Dave Trezona ZS4DT   
19-Apr Tylan  Cohen Son of Le-Anne  &   Rob ZS5LA  
19-Apr Kevin  Lansdown ZS5NR    
 
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
 
FOR YOUR DIARY 
All times quoted in SAST 
 
April  2007 
 
6  Good Friday  
7  Two  Oceans Marathon 
8  Easter Sunday 
9  Family Day/ HARC Committee Meeting 19h30? 
11 Inland Schools open  
12 Closing date RAE; 
14 SARL AGM - NARC & Awards Dinner15 
16 Coastal Schools open 
17 HARC General Meeting 19h00 for 19h30 
18 World Amateur RadioDay 
20 Closing date 80 metrelogs 
21 RTA KZN 
22 Autumn QRP Phone &CW Sprint 
25 Marconi Day  
26 Radio ZS closing date 
27 Freedom Day;ZS1HELL, TheHell, Gamkaskloof 
28 ZS1HELL, The Hell; Int Marconi DayActivity/ HARC Swap Shop New Germany Nature Reserve 13h00 
29 ZS1HELL, The Hell, Gamkaskloof 
30 School Holiday; ZS1HELL, The Hell, Gamkaskloof 
 
 
 



Chirpers Column: (From Ian ZS5IAN) 
 
I am working on a few projects as I write this (mid Feb) so thought I would share them with you. 
 
My first radio was an ICOM 706 MKIIG and to this day I still have one. They are great rigs but they do tend to run very 
hot. This could be quite intentional, but most people either cut the power down by half for HF and cut it down by quite 
a lot for VHF UHF as we have great repeater coverage in the Highway area. However, even with low power, when you 
have such long overs’ as I have (I am Irish after all, and therefore am licensed to speak for long periods) the heat sink at 
the back of the rig gets hot enough to fry a couple of hen berries on it. 
 
When I first noticed this, I made an elaborate cooling set up to help keep the temperature down. After all no 
components like to work too hot – it must shorten their life somewhat – well that is my theory and I am sticking to it.  
So I bought a large computer fan 120mm X 120 mm. This then sat behind the rig and was stuck on to the shelf with 
Prestik – seriously! It was powered off a 12 volt gel cell. It worked for a while but I kept knocking it down each time I 
needed to put a cable behind the radio. And that gel cell took up a lot of my very valuable space. 
 
My next attempt was to make a bracket for it. I built a wooden frame, (I find it much easier to make a large circular hole 
in wood than in metal) and with some smoke and mirrors, was able to fashion a base plate for it so that it would not  
topple over. (I had got one step beyond the Prestik by this stage).  This worked a charm but did not look too kosher. On 
top of that the noise of the fan could be heard in Blikkiesdorp even when I was on qrp. So that had to change.  I could 
put in a resistor of course – but what happens when I needed that extra cooling when I was working long overs on CW 
with 100 watts?  OK, fit a potentiometer!  I am very organised in my shack and I have nearly 100 margarine tubs all 
labelled with the contents of each tub.  
I had two margarine tubs with potentiometers in. Now I had no idea what value of pot I needed, but doing it the Irish 
way, I would plug the fan into 13,8 volts and then try each pot in turn until I found one that would let the fan turn over 
enough air to keep circulation on the heatsink,  and then would let the full 13,8 volts cause a violation of air space 
behind the rig to cool it when hen berries needed frying. This worked well but it looked a bit of an abortion. But after 
all, it was a prototype and in the next few days, I would fashion the whole thing out of a nice piece of wood and I would 
sand it and polish it so that it looked like a trophy on my shelf. 
Now, if you are like me – and I hope you are not – then sometimes my revised prototype gets done in my head and 
never ever gets done in realty!  Anne often reminds me of things that I have done temporarily and say that I will finish it 
in a few days time. Years later she will remind me again of my promises to finalise……… 
 
A few days ago I was browsing the web and found the solution to my problem.  Phil Salas AD5X has got a super web 
site – do a Google and you will find lots of interesting things that he has done for amateur radio. So this was his idea – 
not mine. 

 
I bought a 40 mm X 40 mm fan – they are available at A1 Radio for R52.00 part number 37-0012. (He paid $3 for it!). 
Then find some wall hangers – I am not sure of the correct name, but they are the plastic version of the old Rawlplug.  
You need to find ones that will fit tightly in between the cooling fins of the heatsink. Then push the hangers into the 
fins. Mine were too long and I cut them about 3 mm higher than the fins to enable some clearance between the fan 
blades and the fins. Then, making sure that the air is being sucked out of the fins and not blown into them, use some 
screws to hold the fan in place. In this way you do not alter the rig in any way.  I put a 100 Ohm resistor in series with 
the fan and took off the 13,8 volts from the back of the rig. You can either use the accessory socket at the back of the rig 
or the antenna tuner socket. This slows down the fan even more so that no noise is apparent. 
 



Does it work? I had a long CW contact with long overs for about 45 minutes this evening at 50 watts output.  Then 
straight on to the 2m repeater for a chat for 30 minutes or so. I kept putting my fingers on the heatsink and whilst it was 
hot, it was not anything like it would have been without the fan.  

 
 
 
 
My second project is to do with antennas. I am always looking for a compact antenna (compact to carry) that will go up 
quickly and with only one person needed to erect it. About 5 years ago my good friend Raymond G4NJW had read an 
article about Slinky Spring Antenna’s and decided to go about building one for himself. He asked me if we could get 
metal slinky springs in Durban, but most of the toy shops looked at me sideways – you could get those multicoloured 
plastic ones, but who in their right mind would want a metal one? So, Raymond, being the gentleman that he is, came 
out to South Africa with a present of two springs. (I believe I have already told you the story of him opening every box 
in the toyshop in UK and then weighing each spring…..)  I guess when he told the shop assistant that he was an amateur 
radio operator (he hates the word Ham!), that that explained everything! 
 
I was successful using the two springs as a dipole and using 2 meters of 75 Ohm cable clipped on to each spring with a 
crocodile clip. I worked Bulawayo on 2 watts with it. But as one learns a bit more each year, one likes to improve and 
experiment. One of the problems that I had was that using this slinky antenna, it would allow RF to get into my rig and 
mess up the memory keyer as it was trying to transmit it’s thing for me. 

 
 
 
I decided to rather solder the cable (this time I used 50 Ohm) on to the springs and also to add in 7 turns of the cable to 
work as a choke.  I went to Westmead to Maizey Plastics and found a huge waste bin outside their premises. I asked for 
permission to have a browse around the bin and came up with some nice thick acrylic sheeting that would work well for 



mounting on all the centre bits. 

 
 
It took about 1 hour to make the whole contraption and then hung it up on our front stoep. Checked with the Antenna 
Analyser (how did I ever get by without one?), and the VSWR was about 5,6 :1   I just undid the cord holding the 
springs extended and let them slide in for a bit and then measured again – Voila! 1,7 :1  OK I could have fiddled around 
a bit more to make it perfect, but it was a starting point. Got out a gel cell and set up my Elecraft K1 on the stoep table 
and called CQ with the memory keyer. NO PROBLEMS!   
The slinky is not stainless, so if you wanted to put it up permanently you would have to dip the springs in some PU 
coating. I know that folks have used them in their garden for some years and have fed in the “normal” 100 watts without 
any ill effect. I am sure that you could also feed them with 450 Ohm ladder line and use a tuner to get other bands, but I 
have not experimented that way as yet. 
As you would imagine, the springs would sag a lot if not supported through the centres with some nylon rope.  Now my 
mind is thinking, why not use an inverted V shape with them. The combinations are limitless! 
Does it work? 
Yes, it works well and this morning I put out 4 watts with my Elecraft K1 and small gel cell and called CQ. Worked 
Ben ZS5SIB, then John ZS5JON, then the Swartkop Museum in Gauteng and got great signal reports from the latter 
two. No RF into the keyer so the choke must have sorted out that problem. 
Let’s be honest, even though there was some rain about – you can’t beat sitting on the stoep looking across the road to 
the Nature Reserve, seeing all the bird life in the garden – and with minimal equipment, work lots of stations with a 
home brew radio (well it is a kit) and a home brew antenna that works! 
73 
Ian ZS5IAN 
 
How it Works-From Lee ZS5LEE 
 
FAT CELLS 
 
A little more than half of the adults in the United States are overweight. Statistics show that an incredible 65.2 percent of the U.S. 
population is considered to be "overweight" or "obese." According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), obesity 
and overweight status is determined in adults by finding a person's "Body Mass Index" or BMI. 
 
BMI is a calculation that takes into consideration both a person's body weight and height to determine whether they are underweight, 
overweight, or at a healthy weight. For an adult to be considered "overweight," he has a BMI somewhere between 25 and 29.9. For 
an adult to be considered "obese," he has a BMI of at least 30. This measurement is used because it's typically a good indicator of 
body fat. 
 
Whether due to concern for related health risks (high blood pressure, heart disease, diabetes, sleep apnea, respiratory problems, etc.), 
or just for sheer aesthetics, many Americans worry about fat. In fact, at this very moment, thousands of Americans are exercising or 
dieting to reduce their amount of body fat. But have you ever wondered what fat is? When a person "gets fat" -- gains weight -- what 
is actually happening inside the person's body? What are "fat cells" and how do they work? 
 
In this article, we will look at the world of the fat cell. We will examine where fat cells are located, how they store fat and how they 
get rid of it. 
 
Where's the Fat? 
Fat, or adipose tissue, is found in several places in your body. Generally, fat is found underneath your skin (subcutaneous fat). 
There's also some on top of each of your kidneys. Other locations depend upon whether you are a  
man or woman: 
 
  a.. An adult man tends to carry body fat in his chest, abdomen and buttocks, producing an "apple" shape. 
  b.. An adult woman tends to carry fat in her breasts, hips, waist and buttocks, creating a "pear" shape. 
The difference in fat location comes from the sex hormones estrogen and testosterone. 
 
      Figure 1. Cross-section view of your skin. The fat is in the subcutaneous layer, which is richly supplied with blood vessels. 



 
 
Your body contains two types of fat tissue: 
 
  a.. White fat - important in energy metabolism, heat insulation and mechanical cushioning. 
  b.. Brown fat - found mostly in newborn babies, between the shoulders; important for thermogenesis (making heat). 
Fat tissue is made up of fat cells. Fat cells are a unique type of cell. You can think of a fat cell as a tiny plastic bag that holds a drop 
of fat: 
  a.. White fat cells are large cells that have very little cytoplasm, only 15 percent cell volume, a small nucleus and one large fat 
droplet that makes up 85 percent of cell volume. 
 
  b.. brown fat cells are somewhat smaller, are loaded with mitochondria and are composed of several smaller fat droplets. The 
mitochondria are able to generate heat. 
 
Fat cells are formed in the developing fetus during the third trimester of pregnancy, and later at the onset of puberty, when the sex 
hormones "kick in." It is during puberty that the differences in fat distribution between men and women begin to take form. One 
amazing fact is that fat cells do not multiply after puberty -- as your body stores more fat, the number of fat cells remains the same. 
Each fat cell simply gets bigger! 
In addition to fat tissue, some fat is stored in the liver, and an even smaller amount in muscle. 
 
How Fat Enters Your Body 
When you eat food that contains fat, mostly triglycerides, it goes through your stomach and intestines. In the intestines, the following 
happens:  
Emulsification in Your Kitchen 
      When you add water to a greasy skillet, the grease forms a layer on top of the water. If you squeeze one drop of dish washing 
liquid into the center of the skillet, you'll see the large grease layer immediately break up into small droplets. 
 
  1.. Large fat droplets get mixed with bile salts from the gall bladder in a process called emulsification. The mixture breaks up the 
large droplets into several smaller droplets called micelles, increasing the fat's surface area. 
  2.. The pancreas secretes enzymes called lipases that attack the surface of each micelle and break the fats down into their parts, 
glycerol and fatty acids. 
  3.. These parts get absorbed into the cells lining the intestine. 
  4.. In the intestinal cell, the parts are reassembled into packages of fat molecules (triglycerides) with a protein coating called 
chylomicrons. The protein coating makes the fat dissolve more easily in water. 
  5.. The chylomicrons are released into the lymphatic system -- they do not go directly into the bloodstream because they are too big 
to pass through the wall of the capillary. 
  6.. The lymphatic system eventually merges with the veins, at which point the chylomicrons pass into the bloodstream. 
You might be wondering why fat molecules get broken down into glycerol and fatty acids if they're just going to be rebuilt. This is 
because fat molecules are too big to easily cross cell membranes. So when passing from  
the intestine through the intestinal cells into the lymph, or when crossing any cell barrier, the fats must be broken down. But, when 
fats are being transported in the lymph or blood, it is better to have a few, large fat molecules than many smaller fatty acids, because 
the larger fats do not "attract" as many excess water molecules by osmosis as many smaller  
molecules would. 
 
How Fat is Stored in Your Body 
Chylomicrons do not last long in the bloodstream -- only about eight minutes -- because enzymes called lipoprotein lipases break the 
fats into fatty acids. Lipoprotein lipases are found in the walls of blood vessels in fat tissue, muscle tissue and heart muscle. The 
activity of lipoprotein lipases depends upon the levels of insulin in the body. If insulin is high, then the lipases are highly active; if 
insulin is low, the lipases are inactive. 
 



 
 
      Figure 2. How a fat cell stores fat, and converts 
glucose and amino acids into fat. 
 
 
      Insulin 
      When you eat a candy bar or a meal, the presence of 
glucose, amino acids or fatty acids in the intestine 
stimulates the pancreas to secrete a hormone called 
insulin. Insulin acts on many cells in your body, 
especially those in the liver, muscle and fat tissue. 
Insulin tells the cells to do the following: 
        a.. Absorb glucose, fatty acids and amino acids 
        b.. Stop breaking down: 
          a.. glucose, fatty acids and amino acids 
          b.. glycogen into glucose 
          c.. fats into fatty acids and glycerol 
          d.. proteins into amino acids 
        c.. Start building: 
          a.. glycogen from glucose 
          b.. fats (triglycerides) from glycerol and fatty 
acids 

          c.. proteins from amino acids 
 
The fatty acids are then absorbed from the blood into fat cells, muscle cells and liver cells. In these cells, under stimulation by 
insulin, fatty acids are made into fat molecules and stored as fat droplets. 
 
It is also possible for fat cells to take up glucose and amino acids, which have been absorbed into the bloodstream after a meal, and 
convert those into fat molecules. The conversion of carbohydrates or protein into fat is 10 times less efficient than simply storing fat 
in a fat cell, but the body can do it. If you have 100 extra calories in fat (about 11 grams) floating in your bloodstream, fat cells can 
store it using only 2.5 calories of energy. On the other hand, if you have 100 extra calories in glucose (about 25 grams) floating in 
your bloodstream, it takes 23 calories of energy to  
convert the glucose into fat and then store it. Given a choice, a fat cell will grab the fat and store it rather than the carbohydrates 
because fat is so much easier to store. 
 
It is important to note that as your body stores more fat, the number of fat cells remains the same; each fat cell simply gets bigger. 
 
Hormones That Act Opposite to Insulin 
When you are not eating, your body is not absorbing food. If your body is not absorbing food, there is little insulin in the blood. 
However, your body is always using energy; and if you're not absorbing food, this energy must come from internal stores of complex 
carbohydrates, fats and proteins. Under these conditions, various organs in your body secrete hormones: 
 
  a.. pancreas - glucagon 
  b.. pituitary gland - growth hormone 
  c.. pituitary gland - ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone) 
  d.. adrenal gland - epinephrine (adrenaline) 
  e.. thyroid gland - thyroid hormone 
These hormones act on cells of the liver, muscle and fat tissue, and have the opposite effects of insulin. 
 
 
 
How Your Body Breaks Down Fat 
When you are not eating, or you are exercising, your body must draw on its internal energy stores of complex carbohydrates, fats and 
proteins. Your body's prime source of energy is glucose. In fact, some cells in your body,  
such as brain cells, can get energy only from glucose. The first line of defense in maintaining energy is to break down  
carbohydrates, or glycogen, into simple glucose molecules -- this process is called glycogenolysis. Next, your body breaks down fats 
into glycerol and fatty acids in the process of lipolysis. The fatty acids can then be broken  
down directly to get energy, or can be used to make glucose through a multi-step process called gluconeogenesis. In gluconeogenesis, 
amino acids can also be used to make glucose. 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 



 
 Figure 3. How a fat cell breaks down fat. 
 
 
In the fat cell, other types of lipases work to break down fats 
into fatty acids and glycerol. These lipases are activated by 
various hormones, such as glucagon, epinephrine and growth 
hormone. The resulting glycerol and fatty acids are released 
into the blood, and travel to the liver through the bloodstream. 
Once in the liver, the glycerol and fatty acids can be either 
further broken down or used to make glucose. 
 
Brown Fat: Making Heat 
When you are first born, your body does not have much white 
fat to help insulate and retain body heat; although there are 
white fat cells, there is not much fat stored in them. A newborn 
baby produces heat (thermogenesis) primarily by breaking 
down fat molecules into fatty acids in brown fat cells. Instead 

of those fatty acids leaving the brown fat cell, as happens in white fat cells, they get further broken down in the mitochondria and 
their energy is released directly as heat. This same process occurs in hibernating animals, which have more brown fat than humans. 
Once the newborn  
baby starts eating more, developing layers of white fat, the brown fat goes away. Adult humans have little or no brown fat. 
 
Losing Weight and Losing Fat 
Your weight is determined by the rate at which you store energy from the food that you eat, and the rate at which you use that energy. 
Most experts agree that the way to maintain a healthy weight is: 
 
  a.. Eat a balanced diet - appropriate amounts glucose, fat and protein 
  b.. Do not eat excessively - for most people, a diet of 1,500 to 2,000  
calories a day is sufficient to maintain a healthy weight 
  c.. Exercise regularly 
 
73, Lee 
 
ZS5LEE 
KG50JF 
QRV 6m, 2m ,70cm and 23cm EME 
 
 
From John ZS5JF: The Latest Book! 
 

 
 
 
Here is the advertising picture for the latest - and for the time being the final 
- book!  4 books in about 15 months takes it out of you. 
  
It should be available about mid March 2007.  Format is A4 with about 250 
pages, something for everyone.  Not sure of the price at present but it 
should be competitive. 
  
best 73 
  
John    ZS5JF 
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HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, 
starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal price. Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz) 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the second  Monday of every month at the Girl Guides Hall in Pinetown starting at 19h30. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A tape recording of the bulletin is 
re-broadcast at 18h00 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And continues until 07h40 Our Net Controller is Gary 
Potgieter (ZS5NK). 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz and 145.600Mhz(future) networks in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 SARL Youth Net & ARRL Amateur Radio Re-broadcast by Brad ZS5Z  
Tuesdays 20.00 Ladies Net  with Pam (ZR5PAM)-Last Tuesday of Month 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net, presented by Alwyn ZS5AES, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB 
Fridays 19.30 Tubby’s Durban Facts Historic Net 
Saturdays 19.30 Tubby’s Historic Net 
Sundays 19.15+/- Tubby’s Recent History Net 
 
The SARL Presidents net  can be heard on the evening on Sundays whenever the Intecnet is scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. 
Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
PACKET RADIO 
The user frequency is 144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is 
Tony (ZS5ACB), His telephone number at home is  (031)  708-2626 
 
TECHNICAL EVENING 
This evening has ceased until the club gets a replacement for Eric ZS5EWM, who has moved to the Fairest Cape. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to them.  It is also 
available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical 
address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. 
harc@harc.org.za 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h30 for 14h00  at the New Germany Nature Reserve.   Refreshments and snacks are available at 
nominal prices. 

 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


